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So start a conversation, it can make a big difference, to someone, even 
yourself.  
 

Are we all too busy to notice? 
Living a normal life, furlough and unemployment  
can be really brutal to the mind.!!  
Just take a little time, you might be surprised and  
get value from it yourself. 
 

Links: 
https://www.time-to-change.org.uk/about-mental-health 
 

So, carrying on from the last newsletter, are we coming out of this 
second wave? If that means less are dying from this disease, and 
numbers of cases are reducing, then  
perhaps we really are.  

 

Mandatory Masks: 
A lot of talk about masks last week.  

  ‘Fancy dress masks, not fit, not  
medical, not safe, etc…’ 

 

 Here’s some straight talk. Our masks aren’t medical and they aren’t 
PPE. They don’t need to be. Also because we socially distance, we wash 
often and we sanitize at work. If not, why not?  
If not, you need to have a conversation with your local CWU rep as your 
unit/workplace could actually be breaking the law. 
 

 
 

This BBC presentation on the effectiveness of masks is worth viewing. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-51205344 
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 Put simply; 
. If I wear a mask, I protect YOU.        , .  
. If you wear a mask, YOU protect ME.., 
……………………………………………………………………,,……………….…………………………....…… 
 

If you wear a mask, down on your chin, you’re not protecting anyone... 
If you don’t wear a mask you - should be, you’re not protecting anyone.. 
If you wear a stretched snood or tube, you’re not protecting anyone.. 
Isn’t it about time you started wearing one? 
Isn’t it about time you wore yours, correctly? 
Because until you do, you’re not protecting anyone…. 
 

 But there is some positive news. 
Unlike some managers who have been heavy handed and aggressive,  

‘…no mask – no exceptions.!!’    
Others have been apathetic and frankly couldn’t be asked or bothered. 
So unnecessarily hard challenges - plus a lot of inconsistency.  
 

So some units would appear odd to a visitor, with many seen not 
wearing masks, it’s not clear who is exempt. Some none wearers later 
seen to be wearing masks (confusing), friction and aggression visible in 
the units, including; ‘…Why aren’t you wearing – but I saw you wearing 
a mask in Tesco the other day.!!’ 
   

Credit to the units who actually follow the smart, correct process. Plus 
they follow a smarter, better and softer approach. (Don’t mistake soft 
for apathy.) 
Instead of treating Mandatory Masks in a challenging manner, like 
assuming guilt or a conduct, discipline case.  
A path of exploring can gain the smartest results. 
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Masks have been a difficult issue since November 2020. Initially we had 
fears as the whole communication and process then was flawed and 
unilateral. 
Since then some of our CWU safety reps and reps have been in the firing 
line from members, who vent their issues and frustrations. Please 
remember, masks really are useful, but it wasn’t CWU who impressed 
these circumstances upon us. Plus if we are coming out of the second 
wave, it’s only because the rest of the country has been on furlough or 
‘lock down’ for the last 2 months. It’s far from over yet. 
 

 Genuine exemptions are kindly discussed, in a supporting 
environment. They may be done better, jointly with CWU support. 
Exempt colleagues are confirmed and are to be fully protected. 
 

The goal must be to protect the majority of the staff. How brilliant that 
exempt colleagues have actually offered to help, by wearing visors or 
keeping their distance, or similar, and as some don’t wear any face 
covering they need to be protected too. 
Some units have re-arranged work spaces to specifically accommodate 
their exempt workers. Giving them extra space and seclusion. Further 
protecting all of the unit’s employees from un-masked, exempt workers 
and protecting all of the exempt and other workers from the shared air 
and any airborne particles in that office’s environment.  

Win< >Win.  

 Achieved by exploring, conversation, facts, planning and action.  
 

 ‘Why haven’t we done any of that in our office??’ 
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Further news:  
Even reliable news agencies like Sky News, BBC, The Independent and 
The Guardian, can add to the conspiracy and confusion. There are so 
many more new questions which remain unanswered such as; 

 Could we mix vaccines? (Yes1 2)    

 When will it all be over?  

 What happens next year? (Glad you asked3) 

 What’s so different about this new virus, South Africa or Kent      
variant? 

 If teachers are key workers, and schooling is so important. 
Shouldn’t they rightly be getting priority to the vaccine? 

 If we are key workers, who’ve never stopped working to 
provide for the UK’s coms and shopping, shouldn’t we be 
getting priority to the vaccine too?   

 Should you get only a set or fixed time to attend for your 
vaccination and it’s during duty time, what do you do?  

 

 Local CWU reps are asking the question now, about you.  
They need to have that conversation, because it’s important to you, to 
us all. Having the vaccine should be without penalty – (paid time off?) 
because long term it positively contributes to reducing company sick 
absence. For instance, you may not be able to resume work 
immediately after the vaccination.  
Some operations managers have said yes, some others have stated no, 
but; ‘…take it from your annual leave.’ This is far from resolved.  
Positive talking now, less stress and anxiety when it’s your turn... 
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But the original virus Coronavirus Novel Covid-19—SARS-CoV-2, remains 
undetectable in 30% of the population.  
That is staggering, as 30% of the population or 1 in 3 could be passing it 
on to the other 70% of the population or workforce. 
Usual symptoms have been discovered to be;  

 Fever or increased temperature,  

 Coughing persistently for significant periods,  

 Loss of Taste & Small. 
 

As we have found from observations and experience, the 2 former 
symptoms are not as reliable as the loss of taste & smell. 
 

 The new variant is the same virus, only different: 

 It is up to 70% more transmissible.  

 Easier to spread, easier to catch. 

 At the moment this new variant may be no more lethal, at the 
moment. 

Furthermore the symptoms are almost the same, only different.!!4 Look 
out for the above;  
Plus / or in some severe cases; 

 Severe tiredness (fatigue) 
 Headache 
 Abdominal pain 
 Sore throat 
 Shortness of breath 
 Muscle pains 
 New confusion (delirium) 
 Diarrhoea 
 Skin rash. 

 

Is South Africa Variant actually the Kent Variant?5 
No, it is different.  
But like many viruses there are often distinct similarities and common 
characteristics. These variants are hazardous, even deadly, especially to 
some groups of people.  
These variants aren’t as dangerous as Ebola, (yet another known virus). 
Which is definitely good news, but all the more reason to keep COVID-19 
in check. 
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How are these ‘surge testing’ area’s coping? Like London W&N, EN, 

CR, ME, GU & WS (West Midlands).  
The ability of these strains to spread is highly worrying to both PHE and 
NHS, despite overall UK figures for new cases, hospital admissions and 
deaths coming down. But there are still as many new admissions as 
there were during Wave#1.  

So even though we are all fed up, with this disease, do stay focussed.  
 

Some areas such as the West Midlands have seen the spread continuing 
across from Walsall, to SW Birmingham and on to Worcester.  

Think on, this is actually happening during the UK’s ‘Lock 
Down’,  so for us postal workers this remains a very 
significant issue.  

 

As we read this, it has encroached further, London SE, SW and Leeds LS, 
B’ham B45 & WR, too. 
 

 RM is in no hurry to expand employee workplace testing as we 
have mentioned previously, despite reports in the news, UK workplaces 
with 50 employees. Fake news? No, we saw Matt Hancock say it 
himself.!!  
 

 Some smart units have acquired the NHS standard PCR kits, the 
same as you would use yourself at a drive-in NHS test centre. Accurate 
results back within 24 hours. Well done guys. 

 Keep looking out for each other. Then, together we’ll smash this.  
 
BAME:  
It is a worry in some scientific circles, that the BAME, Black and various 
ethnic communities are still not taking this virus or the vaccine 
seriously. 
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Findings6 in 2020 found individuals with COVID-19 from BAME 
communities had poor outcomes with disproportionately higher 
number of deaths. 
The disproportionate effect of COVID-19 on BAME groups has become 
clear in recent months, with factors identified that increase the risk of 
contracting the virus as well as poorer outcomes for BAME individuals 
when infected7. 
 

 Even the respected Prof. Jonathan Van-Tam, stated that he was 
fearful that the understanding of the Covid vaccine was misconstrued in 
some communities.  
He reiterated that the vaccine is not mandatory – there is no threat. But 
vaccines could be lifesaving. Speak to your own local health experts and 
please don’t listen to gossip, rumour and hearsay. Only get the very best 
advice. 
 

 Only recently a Jewish wedding was broken up in London N16, 
with 150+ guests in attendance.!!  

What were they thinking, it’s not over yet?  
 

 
 

Police above break up another mass gathering. Of party goers or are  
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they selfish disease spreaders?  
 

If you’re still not sure about the masks, and how you can do your bit to 
help, ask our Terry 8.  

 
A really good watch, because people really are dying, and working 
people have got enough problems without adding to their burden. 
 

To get best at work advice, and signposting. 

Always ask your CWU Rep.  
 

So keep looking after yourself, and your colleagues too. 
On behalf of all of your CWU Regional ASRs, 
Stay safer.. 
 
                                                           
1
 The data changes daily https://www.bmj.com/content/372/bmj.n12 

 
2
 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-55924433 

 
3
 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-55917793?xtor=ES-211-[41820_PANUK_DIV_05_NCA_facemasks_RET_ABC]-

20210204-[bbcnews_newvaccinereadybyautumntotacklemutations_newscoronavirus] 
 
4
 https://www.bhf.org.uk/informationsupport/heart-matters-magazine/news/coronavirus-and-your-health/covid-

variant#symptoms 
 
5
 https://www.scotsman.com/health/coronavirus/new-covid-strain-uk-what-are-common-symptoms-coronavirus-variant-

and-will-vaccines-still-work-3068541 
 
6
 https://nhsproviders.org/media/689698/otdb-covid-19-phe-bame-report.pdf 

 
7
 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/908434/Disparities_in_the_risk_and
_outcomes_of_COVID_August_2020_update.pdf 

 
8
 https://www.facebook.com/ThecommunicationsUnion/videos/241071697535257/ 

 
& for Mental Health https://www.time-to-change.org.uk/about-mental-health 
 
 

 

https://www.bmj.com/content/372/bmj.n12
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-55924433
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-55917793?xtor=ES-211-%5b41820_PANUK_DIV_05_NCA_facemasks_RET_ABC%5d-20210204-%5bbbcnews_newvaccinereadybyautumntotacklemutations_newscoronavirus
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-55917793?xtor=ES-211-%5b41820_PANUK_DIV_05_NCA_facemasks_RET_ABC%5d-20210204-%5bbbcnews_newvaccinereadybyautumntotacklemutations_newscoronavirus
https://www.bhf.org.uk/informationsupport/heart-matters-magazine/news/coronavirus-and-your-health/covid-variant#symptoms
https://www.bhf.org.uk/informationsupport/heart-matters-magazine/news/coronavirus-and-your-health/covid-variant#symptoms
https://www.scotsman.com/health/coronavirus/new-covid-strain-uk-what-are-common-symptoms-coronavirus-variant-and-will-vaccines-still-work-3068541
https://www.scotsman.com/health/coronavirus/new-covid-strain-uk-what-are-common-symptoms-coronavirus-variant-and-will-vaccines-still-work-3068541
https://nhsproviders.org/media/689698/otdb-covid-19-phe-bame-report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/908434/Disparities_in_the_risk_and_outcomes_of_COVID_August_2020_update.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/908434/Disparities_in_the_risk_and_outcomes_of_COVID_August_2020_update.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/ThecommunicationsUnion/videos/241071697535257/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWiyIGFMmgQPCXhWrMIWngkjXSuWH5U_G0BDGfQYX_sVGR2AUqpT7Br6vRaEd3XJKQlVi_Gtoiq3W5fJqA8kzYHKbLH_n5IQxQtYUlVcqEcNL8XI9xfmbzvCmfreWvlzH-99HxRhfKJFjdKT2haTTE-atkvzuGoovtfPfvp7nBoyg&__tn__=-UK-R
https://www.time-to-change.org.uk/about-mental-health

